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ABSTRACT
Accelerating large-scale CNN training is needed to keep training times reasonable as datasets grow larger and models become
more complex. Existing frameworks primarily scale using dataparallelism, but this is limited by the mini-batch size, which cannot
grow arbitrarily. We introduce three algorithms that partition channel or filter data to exploit parallelism beyond the sample dimension.
Further, they partition the parameters of convolutional layers, replacing global allreduces with segmented allreduces—smaller, concurrent allreduces among disjoint processor sets. These algorithms
enable strong scaling, reduced communication overhead, and reduced memory pressure, enabling training of very wide CNNs.
We demonstrate improved strong and weak scaling, including
up to 4.1x reductions in training time for residual networks and 4x
reductions in allreduce overhead. We also show that wider models
provide improved accuracy on ImageNet. We study the current
limitations of our algorithms and provide a direction for future
optimizations of large-scale deep learning frameworks.
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1

INTRODUCTION

Deep learning has achieved tremendous results in fields ranging
from computer vision to climate analytics and astrophysics [30, 31,
33, 40]. A major component of this success has been the availability
of enough compute power to train sufficiently large models on large
datasets. GPUs have been critical in enabling this growth [46], and it
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is now common to employ clusters of GPUs to train a single model.
Nonetheless, training a state-of-the-art convolutional neural network (CNN) to convergence can take days or weeks. As ever more
data is produced, and as researchers iterate through larger varieties
of more complex models in search of better accuracies, increasingly
more compute power needs to be leveraged. Frequent retraining is
also typical, to explore or update models based upon newly ingested
data or simulation outputs [21, 34]. It is thus necessary to accelerate
training on large clusters of GPUs.
Current approaches to accelerating CNN training focus on distributed data-parallelism, which we also refer to as sample parallelism, following the convention of Dryden et al. [17]. In this
approach, a mini-batch, typically consisting of no more than a
few thousand samples from a dataset, is partitioned among processors, which each have complete replicas of the model’s parameters.
These processors can independently perform forward and backpropagation for their local data samples and compute parameter
updates based upon them. They must then synchronize these updates, which takes the form of a global allreduce on the parameter
buffers, after which a local optimization step, typically stochastic
gradient descent (SGD), is performed. Even with modern CNNs
consisting primarily of convolutional layers, which have relatively
few parameters compared to large fully-connected layers, these
allreduces are a major bottleneck to efficient scaling [18, 28, 30],
and this problem will only worsen in the future as compute power
continues to increase faster than network latency and bandwidth.
The data-parallel approach can be both strong and weak scaled
based upon the mini-batch size [6]. In strong scaling, a fixed minibatch size is partitioned over more processors; in weak scaling, the
number of samples per processor is fixed and the global mini-batch
size grows as additional processors are added. With sample parallelism, strong scaling is fundamentally limited by the mini-batch
size. Yet one cannot arbitrarily increase the mini-batch size during
weak scaling, as it can negatively impact the generalization performance of the learned model [20, 27, 38, 52]. Thus, it is important
to enable strong scaling beyond the sample dimension to take advantage of additional compute resources. This also helps mitigate
memory pressure due to the very large samples present in emerging
scientific deep learning applications [17, 30, 40], which may have
many channels. In some applications, the memory requirements
may be significant enough that partitioning is necessary merely
to run. For both strong and weak scaling, it is also vital to reduce
global allreduce overheads, which limit large-scale training.
To address these issues, we propose to exploit parallelism within
convolutional layers beyond the sample dimension by also partitioning the channel and filter dimensions of CNNs. This is in the same
spirit as Dryden et al. [17], who partitioned the sample and spatial
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dimensions of CNNs to improve strong scaling and reduce memory
pressure. To do this, we introduce a family of three algorithms
for performing convolution with distributed input/output channel/filter data, resulting in the same output as non-distributed convolution. Each algorithm is differentiated by the data movement and
computation patterns it performs. These algorithms can additionally be combined with sample parallelism or the spatial parallelism
of [17] to form hybrid algorithms where multiple types of partitioning are combined hierarchically. The stationary-x algorithm avoids
communication of input data during forward propagation and the
stationary-y algorithm avoids communication of input data during
backpropagation, along with the corresponding gradients. These
are both special cases of the stationary-w algorithm, a more complicated algorithm that can control the amount of communication
in both forward and backpropagation. These names are by analogy
to stationary matrix product algorithms [51, 57]. Each algorithm
requires some communication during forward or backpropagation,
which adds unavoidable overhead and can prevent perfect strong
scaling, but they do not require global communication. Indeed, it can
typically be performed on-node, where high-bandwidth links (e.g.
NVLink2) are available, depending on data partitioning. We also
consider the impacts of using inter-node communication, which
enables additional strong scaling and can reduce memory pressure.
These algorithms additionally partition the parameters of a convolutional layer instead of fully replicating them on every processor. Hence, they are both model- and data-parallel (parameters and
activations are partitioned). This changes the communication pattern when synchronizing gradients from a global allreduce to a
segmented allreduce: disjoint subsets of processors run concurrent
allreduces on different portions of the parameters. These segmented
allreduces therefore perform communication on smaller data buffers
and among fewer processors, reducing communication overhead.
While other frameworks, such as DistBelief [15] and Project
Adam [12], have exploited model parallelism in convolutions for
distributed training, they have done so by partitioning the filters
to workers and using parameter servers. In contrast, our work
jointly partitions channels and filters, and does so in a completely
distributed manner. This necessitates much more complex communication patterns during forward and backpropagation, which must
be mapped efficiently to collective communication primitives.
We provide some additional background and define our notation
in Section 2, describe our algorithms in Section 3, and develop a
performance model in Section 4. Our implementation is described in
Section 5 and we comprehensively evaluate performance of ResNet50 [22] for ImageNet-1k [49] in Section 6. We also examine training
the wider Wide ResNet-50-2 [62] and -50-4 networks. The latter
could not be trained by the original authors due to memory and
training time requirements; our work makes this training feasible.
We summarize our contributions as follows:
• We describe a family of algorithms for parallelizing convolutional
layers with channel and filter decompositions.
• We provide performant implementations of these algorithms in
an open-source framework (LBANN [58]).
• We provide a performance model to help understand algorithm
performance and scaling.
• We comprehensively evaluate our implementations with microbenchmarks and end-to-end training.
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• We provide accuracy results showing the benefit of wider models.

2

BACKGROUND AND NOTATION

We begin by providing a brief overview on training CNNs and
related algorithms, and then describe our notation. We assume the
reader has a basic familiarity with training deep learning models.

2.1

Convolutional neural networks

For simplicity, we will assume convolution is performed on 2D
data with stride 1 and “same” padding (these assumptions are not
necessary). We will say that a convolutional layer has F filters of
size K ×K that are applied to an input consisting of N samples, each
with C channels, height H , and width W . The layer then has six 4D
tensors associated with it: a N ×C × H ×W input x, a F ×C × K × K
weights w, and a N × F × H × W output y, plus the associated
d L , d L , and d L (where L is the loss function).
gradients dx
dw
dy
With this, convolution is defined as follows. To further simplify,
we will assume that K is odd and write O = ⌊K/2⌋ to be the number
of pixels outside the image border the filter needs, and that “out-ofbounds” subscripts are handled by padding. In forward propagation,
a layer receives its input x and computes its output y as
yk, f ,i, j =

C−1
Õ

O
Õ

O
Õ

c=0 a=−O b=−O

x k,c,i+a, j+b w f ,c,a+O,b+O .

(1)

In backpropagation, a layer receives an input error signal ddyL and
d L and an output error signal d L as
computes its weights gradient dw
dx

dL
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(2)

(3)

These are the backward-filter and backward-data phases of computation, respectively. In this work, we do not focus on the implementation of convolution itself, and instead rely on cuDNN [11]
to provide an optimized implementation for a single GPU. To
emphasize this and simplify notation, we will use ConvForward,
ConvBackFilt, and ConvBackData to refer to the computations of
d L , and d L , respectively.
y, dw
dx

2.2

Distributed CNN training

From these equations, the various decompositions we discuss are
formed by partitioning one or more dimensions (N , C, F , H , or
W ), and performing the necessary communication to ensure the
correct result is computed. For example, the common data-parallel
approach to distributed training, where samples are partitioned
among different processors, is immediately clear from the above
d L can be done entirely locally, but
equations: computing y and dx
d L that involves local samples can
only the part of the sum for dw
be done. Computing the remainder of the sum requires a global
allreduce. Similarly, the H or W dimensions can be partitioned
among processors, but in addition to the allreduce, halo exchanges
d L are required to compute the values of convolution
on x and dx
near the partition boundaries [17].
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Following the convention of [17] we refer to exploiting parallelism along a dimension as “parallelizing” that dimension. Thus,
the methods just described are sample parallelism and height and
width (or spatial) parallelism. Note that these methods are orthogonal and can be combined in hybrid methods. In this work, we
introduce algorithms for channel and filter parallelism to exploit
parallelism within the remaining dimensions: C and F .

2.3

Notation

We introduce the notation we use to describe our algorithms. This
notation is meant to be a simplified, high-level description of how
tensors are distributed while eliding many “lower level” details. It is
inspired by the notation developed for the FLAME project [50, 51],
and also inspired by the approach of High Performance Fortran [3].
2.3.1 Processor grid. A layer is distributed over a processor grid G,
which is constructed as a multi-dimensional grid over the available
processors. G may vary between layers, since they can use different parallelization strategies or algorithms. Note that the order of
dimensions for the processor grid has no bearing on the ordering
of dimensions for local data, which can be laid out in whatever
manner is most efficient.
2.3.2 Distributions. A distribution DaG specifies which entries in
a tensor a reside on which processors in a processor grid G (we
will omit G when clear). Our algorithms use Cartesian distributions
where each dimension N is either distributed over a processor grid
dimension N , denoted ◦N
, or replicated, denoted ∗N (omitting N
N
and N when clear). Thus, we can define the distribution of a by
specifying ◦ or ∗ for each dimension.
For example, hybrid sample and spatial parallelism is given by
a distribution over a (N, H, W) processor grid. The input tensor x (with dimensions N × C × H × W ) is x[◦, ∗, ◦, ◦], indicating
that the sample dimension N and the spatial dimensions H and
W are distributed, while the channel dimension C is replicated.
(The boundaries of the H and W distributions on each processor
will need to overlap in order to properly describe the necessary
halo exchanges.) This notation is intended to convey the high-level
intuition about data distributions.
We now define the notation precisely. A distribution DaG is a map
from a multi-index in G to a set of multi-indices corresponding to
entries of a. To be a valid distribution, we require that each element
of a be assigned to at least one processor. Although this can define
arbitrary distributions, our algorithms require only a few cases.
Let N be a tensor dimension, N a processor grid dimension, |N |
the size of tensor dimension N , and [|N |] the first |N | integers.
Then the function ◦N
(proj N (p)) maps from G to a subset of [|N |],
N
giving a distribution on N for N . The projection ensures that the
distribution is based solely on a processor’s index in N . The function
∗N (p) returns [|N |] for any p ∈ G. When ◦ and ∗ are specified for
each tensor dimension, we can construct a distribution by taking
the Cartesian product of these functions. Throughout this paper,
we will use ◦ to denote a block, load-balanced distribution. While
other distributions are possible in general, a block distribution
is necessary for partitioning spatial dimensions, as convolution
requires spatially adjacent data.
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Note that a tensor cannot be distributed over the same grid
dimension multiple times, or else some entries will not reside on
any processor. If a processor grid dimension is not specified in
DaG , the data is replicated over that dimension. We refer to such
dimensions as the redundant grid dimensions. (This is equivalent
to the notion of redundant communicators in Elemental [50].)
2.3.3 Segmented collectives. We will make use of segmented collectives, wherein disjoint sets of processors concurrently perform the
same collective operation using only the data local to the processors.
A segmented collective has the potential to be significantly faster
than a global collective, since it is performed among a smaller set of
processors, and may involve less data from each processor. The processors involved in such a collective correspond to the redundant
grid dimensions for the tensor the collective is performed on.
2.3.4 Redistributions. We use a[DaG ] ←− a[DaG ] to denote a redistribution (typically, an allgather) of a from distribution DaG to
DaG . On a per-dimension basis, there are four basic cases:
• ∗ ←− ◦ is an allgather that assembles the complete set of indices
for a dimension on every processor involved.
• ◦ ←− ∗ discards local data.
• ◦ ←− ◦ and ∗ ←− ∗ are NOPs.
We may also need to specify a redistribution ◦d ′ ←− ◦d that
moves data between distributions over different processor grid
dimensions; here we require that d be a proper subset of d ′ (or viceversa). These are discards of local data or segmented allgathers.
2.3.5 Reductions. Data movement may also involve collective reÍ
G
ductions, which we denote explicitly as a[DaG ] ←− g
A a[Da ].
This is logically a segmented allreduce over the redundant grid
dimensions. For clarity, we include a subscript to explicite indicate
the dimensions being reduced over: The reduction will be over the
processors that have different indices for the dimensions in A, and
the same indices for the remaining dimensions of G (this can be
omitted). Note that one could define reductions entirely in terms of
data distributions, but we do not use that approach here.
We mention an important special case that fuses a reduction and
Í
a redistribtion: a[DaG ] ←− e a[DaG ] where the distribution change
is ◦ ←− ∗. This can be implemented as a segmented reduce-scatter,
which is significantly cheaper than an allreduce.

3

ALGORITHMS

We now introduce our algorithms, beginning with an example
of sample parallelism to illustrate our notation with a familiar
algorithm. We assume that input tensors are distributed as required,
and that output tensor distributions match what the algorithms
“naturally” produce. Explicit redistributions can be added if needed.

3.1

Example: Sample parallelism

Recall that sample parallelism partitions only the N dimension of input/output tensors and that w is replicated on every processor. Our
processor grid will consist of only one dimension, N , to distribute
the sample dimension. The distributions of x and ddyL are [◦, ∗, ∗, ∗],
d L . As the weights are
as are the output distributions for y and dx
d
L
replicated, w and dw have distribution [∗, ∗], where we omit the
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K × K dimensions for simplicity (they are replicated in every case).
We also make use of temporary variables denoted Ti . With this,
sample parallelism in our notation is implemented as:
(1) y[◦, ∗, ∗, ∗] ←− ConvForward(x[◦, ∗, ∗, ∗], w[∗, ∗])
d L [◦, ∗, ∗, ∗] ←− ConvBackData( d L [◦, ∗, ∗, ∗], w[∗, ∗])
(2) dx
dy

(3) T3 [∗, ∗] ←− ConvBackFilt( ddyL [◦, ∗, ∗, ∗], x[◦, ∗, ∗, ∗])
d L [∗, ∗] ←− Í
g
(4) dw
NT3 [∗, ∗].
From this, we can see all the important parts of the algorithm
and its communication: forward and backward propagation can be
conducted entirely locally, and then a global reduction is performed
d L (completing the sum over N in
to compute the final value of dw
Eq. 2). This reduction is performed over all processors that have
different indices for the N dimension; since that dimension is the
only one that is distributed, and based upon the transition rules in
Section 2.3.5, this is a global allreduce.
Extending this algorithm to include spatial parallelism in addition to sample parallelism is simple (noting that we do not explicd L , and d L would instead
itly represent the halo exchange): x, y, dx
dy
be distributed as [◦, ∗, ◦, ◦] on a processor grid with dimensions
(N, H, W), and the reduction would be over the N , H,W dimensions. This would still involve a global allreduce.

3.2

Stationary-x

We now describe the first of our algorithms exploiting channel
and filter partitioning, which we call stationary-x. We refer to it
as “stationary” by analogy with stationary matrix product algorithms [51], which avoid communicating a particular matrix. We
first present the algorithm in our notation and then discuss our
reasoning behind it and some implications.
We will assume that input data is distributed channel-wise in
addition to using sample and spatial parallelism: x[◦, ◦, ◦, ◦] over a
processor grid (N, H, W, C). This choice of dimension ordering is
not needed for correctness, but does result in good performance, as
bandwidth-intensive communication of activations will tend to use
faster links (e.g. NVLink2) due to channels being partitioned over
a small number of close GPUs. Note that the order of processor
grid dimensions need not match the tensor’s, and that we will
write tensors in the ordering given in Section 2.1 (e.g. N × C × H ×
W ). Similarly, we will assume that the desired distribution of y is
[◦, ◦ C , ◦, ◦], where the F dimension of y is distributed according to
the C dimension of the processor grid; this ensures that the inputs
and outputs have matching data distributions. The tensors ddyL and
dL
dx are distributed similarly. Unlike sample or spatial parallelism,
we distribute the weights by channels instead of replicating them:
w[∗, ◦]. Thus, w is distributed such that each rank has, for every
filter, only the channel parameters for its local input channels. Note,
when combining this with hybrid parallelism (e.g. sample), these
may still be replicated, but not over every processor. With this, the
algorithm is as follows:
(1) T1 [◦, ∗, ◦, ◦] ←− ConvForward(x[◦, ◦, ◦, ◦], w[∗, ◦])
Í
(2) y[◦, ◦ C , ◦, ◦] ←− g
CT1 [◦, ∗, ◦, ◦]
(3) ddyL [◦, ∗, ◦, ◦] ←− ddyL [◦, ◦ C , ◦, ◦]
d L [◦, ◦, ◦, ◦] ←− ConvBackData( d L [◦, ∗, ◦, ◦], w[∗, ◦])
(4) dx
dy

(5) T3 [∗, ◦] ←− ConvBackFilt( ddyL [◦, ∗, ◦, ◦], x[◦, ◦, ◦, ◦])
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d L [∗, ◦] ←− Í T [∗, ◦].
(6) dw
N, H, W 3
As a high-level summary, this algorithm first does forward propagation locally (1), then performs a segmented reduce-scatter (2)
among each set of processors that has different channels for the
same sample and spatial region, in order to complete the sum over
channels in Eq. 1 and then produce the correct distribution for
y. The scatter is needed because each processor locally produces
output for every filter. (See Figure 1, left.) Backpropagation begins with a segmented allgather (3) to assemble the filters of ddyL .
Backward-data (Eq. 3) can then be computed completely locally
(4). Backward-filter (Eq. 2) can be partially computed locally (5),
but completing the summations still requires aggregating over all
sample and spatial distributions (6). (See Figure 1, right.) A key
advantage of this algorithm is that this allreduce is no longer global:
it is a segmented allreduce over only the local data, among processors that have the same channel data. Thus, we reduce both the
amount of data that is allreduced, and the number of processors
participating in each allreduce.
This algorithm trades additional communication overhead during forward and backpropagation (from the reduce-scatter and
allgather) for additional parallelism among channels. Convolutions
among different channels can be performed concurrently in forward propagation and for backward-data, reducing total compute
time. In backpropagation, the allgather of ddyL before computing
ConvBackData is necessary given our distribution of w. Other distributions would require either additional data or communication. It
also significantly reduces memory usage, as the complete channels
of each tensor need only be stored during the forward or backpropagation pass through their particular layer.
We also partition w by channels, as opposed to fully replicating
it as is typical, for two reasons. First, as the input data is partitioned
by channels, only the parameters corresponding to those channels
would be used during forward and backpropagation on each processor. Second, if weights were replicated on every processor, the
backward-filter stage would require a global allreduce to update
the parameters. By partitioning w, we are able to instead use a
segmented allreduce to reduce communication overheads, since
updates need only be communicated among processors with the
same parameters. Thus, for example, if a combination of sample and
channel parallelism is used and channels are partitioned among two
processors, we perform two disjoint allreduces, each among half
the processors and over half the data. We also considered alternate
communication patterns, but these result in excess communication
or buffer space.
As a future optimization to reduce the communication overhead from reduce-scatters and allgathers, this algorithm (as well as
the stationary-y and -w algorithms) is amenable to blocking and
pipelining, similarly to stationary matrix product algorithms.

3.3

Stationary-y

The stationary-y algorithm is symmetric to the stationary-x algorithm, and uses a (N ×H ×W × F ) grid. It avoids communicating y
d L (compare lines (2) and (3) of stationaryand ddyL instead of x and dx
d L , and d L
x to (4) and (1) below, respectively). The tensors x, y, dx
dy
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Figure 1: Illustration of the stationary-x algorithm’s forward (left) and backpropagation (right) for one layer and two samples,
using two-way channel/filter partitioning on four processors.
are distributed as in the stationary-x algorithm. w is distributed as
[◦, ∗], so each processor has only its local filters. The algorithm is:
(1) x[◦, ∗, ◦, ◦] ←− x[◦, ◦ F , ◦, ◦]
(2) y[◦, ◦, ◦, ◦] ←− ConvForward(x[◦, ∗, ◦, ◦], w[◦, ∗])
(3) T2 [◦, ∗, ◦, ◦] ←− ConvBackData( ddyL [◦, ◦, ◦, ◦], w[◦, ∗])
Í
(4) d L [◦, ◦ F , ◦, ◦] ←− g
FT2 [◦, ∗, ◦, ◦]
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(5) T3 [◦, ∗] ←− ConvBackFilt( ddyL [◦, ◦, ◦, ◦], x[◦, ∗, ◦, ◦])
Í
(6) d L [◦, ∗] ←− 
N, H, WT3 [◦, ∗].

H

dw

For this, the communication patterns have been swapped between forward and backpropagation compared to the stationary-x
algorithm. An allgather is performed at the beginning of forward
propagation (1), followed by local convolution (2). The backwarddata step can first be performed locally (3) and is then followed by
a reduce-scatter (4) to complete the sum over filters (Eq. 3). The
backward-filter computation (5, 6) is similar to the stationary-x
algorithm, except now the segmented allreduce aggregates gradient updates among processors with the same filters. A similar
discussion of communication choices also applies.

3.4

Stationary-w

We now present the stationary-w algorithm (the name is chosen for
d L ). This is also the most comconsistency despite the reduction on dw
plex of the algorithms we present, and, in fact, both the stationary-x
and -y algorithms are special cases of this one. At a high level, this
algorithm distributes the C dimension of x, the F dimension of
y and both C and F dimensions of w, which requires communication during both forward and backpropagation. The parameter
update allreduce remains segmented. The communication pattern
essentially combines those of the stationary-x and y algorithms.
The processor grid for this algorithm is (N, H, W, C, F ). Input
and output tensors are distributed over the linearization of the C
and F dimensions of the processor grid. We will assume that x
d L are distributed according to [◦, ◦
dL
and dx
F×C , ◦, ◦] and y and dy
according to [◦, ◦ C×F , ◦, ◦]. The weights are distributed according
to w[◦, ◦], and so are partitioned over both the F and C dimensions
of G. The stationary-w algorithm is now:
(1) x[◦, ◦ C , ◦, ◦] ←− x[◦, ◦ F×C , ◦, ◦]
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Figure 2: Illustration of the stationary-w algorithm’s forward propagation for one layer and sample, four channels
and filters, using a 2 × 2 distribution of channels and filters.

(2)
(3)
(4)

T1 [◦, ◦ F ◦, ◦] ←− ConvForward(x[◦, ◦ C , ◦, ◦], w[◦, ◦])
Í
y[◦, ◦ C×F , ◦, ◦] ←− g
CT1 [◦, ◦ F , ◦, ◦]
d L [◦, ◦ , ◦, ◦] ←− d L [◦, ◦
F
C×F , ◦, ◦]
dy
dy

(5) T2 [◦, ◦ C , ◦, ◦] ←− ConvBackData( ddyL [◦, ◦ F , ◦, ◦], w[◦, ◦])
Í
(6) d L [◦, ◦ F×C , ◦, ◦] ←− g
FT2 [◦, ◦ C , ◦, ◦]
dx

(7) T3 [◦, ◦] ←− ConvBackFilt( ddyL [◦, ◦ F , ◦, ◦], x[◦, ◦ C , ◦, ◦])
d L [◦, ◦] ←− Í T [◦, ◦].
(8) dw
N, H, W 3
This algorithm first does a segmented allgather of the channels
of x such that they match the channel distribution of w (1). This
does not fully assemble the channels, but is required since the C
dimension of x is distributed over C × F while the C dimension
of w is distributed over only C. Forward propagation is performed
locally (2), and then a segmented reduce-scatter (3) completes the
summation and scatters data back over the processor grid. (See
Figure 2.) Note that this has transposed the channel dimension of y
over the F ×C subgrid, compared to x. This is due to the distribution
of w and the communication patterns. No additional data movement
is required for the subsequent layer, as its w can be transposed to
account for this. The backward-data phase (4-6) is symmetric. The
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backward-filter phase first does a local computation (7) and then
aggregates the updates among corresponding processors (8).
The stationary-w algorithm generalizes both other algorithms,
as we can recover them by making the F or C processor grid
dimension be size 1, respectively. When this is done, some of the
collective operations (e.g., steps (1) and (6) for stationary-x) can
be elided, as they are performed over a single processor. When
referring to a particular instance of the stationary-w algorithm, we
indicate the C × F grid it uses (e.g. 4 × 2).

3.5

Other layers

Partitioning data along the channel/filter dimension has implications for other commonly-used layers in CNNs. Most layers naturally adapt to this partitioning and require no additional communication while benefiting from reduced local computation. Elementwise layers, such as ReLU or dropout, are trivially adapted. Similarly,
pooling is applied channel-wise and thus requires no further adaptation. Channel partitionings do not make sense for fully-connected
layers, as they operate on a linearized input.
Batch normalization [26] is also applied channel-wise, so its computation requires no significant adjustment. It does have learnable
parameters, but these are distributed channel-wise, so the corresponding allreduce becomes segmented. Thus, a channel partition
can help reduce communication overhead for batch normalization
layers in addition to convolutional layers.

4

PERFORMANCE MODEL

We now present a simple performance model of our algorithms
and discuss some key performance implications. We will focus on
the stationary-x algorithm, as the others are similar. The primary
purpose of this model is to verify that the performance results we
obtain are consistent with what we expect from the algorithms.
We use ConvForward, ConvBackData, and ConvBackFilt to refer to the local time taken to perform convolution on the local data
of their arguments. We do not use an analytic model, as convolution
libraries may select among many algorithms based upon the particular problem (direct, im2col [8], Winograd [32], FFT [39], etc.).
We use the analytic communication models of [56] for collective
operations; since again there are many possible algorithms (tree,
butterfly, ring, etc.), we use AR(n, p) to be the time for an allreduce
on n words over p processors, RS(n, p) for a reduce-scatter, and
a to refer the local size of diAG(n, p) for an allgather. We write I N
mension N of tensor a (assuming a distribution from context), and
use |N | to refer to the size of processor grid dimension N .
With this, the time for stationary-x forward convolution is

y

y y

ConvForward(x[◦, ◦, ◦, ◦], w[∗, ◦], S, P) + RS(I N I Fw I H IW , |C|)
where S and P are the stride and padding. To simplify, we have
neglected the cost of halo exchanges for spatial parallelism, as
they can typically be overlapped [17]. Note that due to the stride
and padding, the spatial dimensions of y may be different from x.

Backpropagation time (including the allreduce) is given by
dL

dL

dL

AG(I Ndy I Fw I Hdy IWdy , |C|)

dL
[◦, ∗, ◦, ◦], w[∗, ◦], P, S)
dy
dL
+ ConvBackFilt( [◦, ∗, ◦, ◦], x[◦, ◦, ◦, ◦], P, S)
dy
+ ConvBackData(

+ AR(I Fw ICw K 2 , |N ||H ||W|).
While we have included it here, the allreduce time can be overlapped
with ConvBackData and computation in other layers.
One can now see the tradeoffs within this algorithm: we perform
additional communication in forward and backpropagation (which
cannot be overlapped, except by blocking), reduce local computation, and perform allreduces over smaller sets of processors and
buffers. Whether this is worthwhile depends on how local computation scales, the communication performance on the C processor
grid dimension, and the decreased allreduce communication costs.
This also implies that strong scaling will be ultimately limited by the
unoverlapped communication overheads from the reduce-scatters
and allgathers.
This also sheds light on how to choose between the stationary-x
and y algorithms: it depends upon the relative number of channels
and filters in a convolution, and the stride and padding parameters. If a layer has fewer channels than filters, the y algorithm may
more efficiently partition the data and perform less communication.
However, if the convolution has strides above one, or does not
use “same” padding, the spatial domain of y will be smaller than x,
meaning that the stationary-x algorithm performs less communication when the number of channels and filters are comparable. This
matches the intuition that the larger tensor should be kept stationary. Whether the stationary-w algorithm is worthwhile depends
on whether the decreased local computation and allreduce communication outweighs the additional reduce-scatters and allgathers
and the decreased returns to partitioning one dimension too much.
Note that these algorithms require additional memory to hold
data before or after reduce-scatters or allgathers, although the memory required to hold parameters is decreased. This memory need not
be permanently allocated for the stationary-x algorithm, as it is only
used by temporaries and could be allocated from a shared memory
pool. The stationary-y and w algorithms requires the allgathered x
data to be held until the layer completes backpropagation.

5

IMPLEMENTATION

We have implemented these algorithms by extending the opensource LBANN scalable deep learning toolkit [58] and its distributed
tensor library [17]. This provides an underlying substrate for MPIbased parallel training, GPU acceleration, and tensor partitioning.
While LBANN has efficient support for sample and spatial parallelism, it does not support partitioning the channels of activation
tensors or convolution weights.
We implemented the appropriate tensor distributions for our algorithms and added support to the convolutional layers for such distributions. Local convolution is performed with NVIDIA’s cuDNN
library [11]. Each convolutional layer allocates temporary memory
using a shared CUB memory pool [44] that releases memory after
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the layer’s forward or backpropagation work is done, in order to
minimize memory overheads. NCCL [43] is used to implement the
reduce-scatter and allgather communication, for both intra- and
inter-node communication. Since our implementation locally stores
data in an NCHW format, this communication is non-contiguous
x > 1. To mitigate this, we implement custom CUDA kernels
when I N
for packing (for reduce-scatter) and unpacking (for allgather).
LBANN’s optimization framework was also modified to support
segmented allreduces, again using NCCL. To do this, we simply
split the associated communicator appropriately. During testing,
we observed that segmented tree allreduces using NCCL had very
high performance variability, and that a similar effect was present
with our system MPI. We therefore use only ring allreduces, which
did not exhibit such variability. As many of the allreduces are large
(≥ 100 KiB), we do not expect this to fundamentally impact our
results. We observed that concurrent NCCL allreduces and reducescatters or allgathers during backpropagation overlap well, so we
are still able to effectively hide allreduce communication.
We validated our implementation by extensively testing it and
comparing its results to convolution performed on a single GPU.
Adapting other layers (e.g., pooling, batch normalization) was straightforward once the tensor library supported channel- and filterparallel distributions.

To understand the impact of wider CNN architectures, we also
evaluate end-to-end training for two Wide ResNet (WRN) [62]
architectures, WRN-50-2 and -50-4. These networks have a similar structure to ResNet-50, but the 3 × 3 convolutions have the
number of filters (their width) increased by a factor of 2 and 4,
respectively. WRN-50-2 achieved superior accuracy to ResNet-50
in the authors’ evaluation; they were unable to evaluate wider networks due to memory constraints. We are able to demonstrate the
training of these wider models, which had not previously been
done, and show the accuracy improvements they bring. We use
fully-convolutional [37] versions of all models.
We evaluate both strong and weak mini-batch scaling. Strong
scaling uses additional GPUs to train with a fixed mini-batch size;
weak scaling fixes the number of samples per GPU and grows
the global mini-batch size. Our evaluations will consist of hybrid
sample and channel/filter parallelism: data is partitioned over an
N × C × F grid. Thus, when weak scaling, we fix a mini-batch
size for each “row” of the N processor grid dimension. When using
two- or four-way channel parallelism, we always partition channels
within a single socket or node, respectively. Eight-way channel parallelism requires two nodes, and hence inter-node communication
for reduce-scatters and allgathers. We also explore combinations of
partitioning schemes, where different layers are partitioned with
different techniques to best exploit parallelism.

6

6.1

EVALUATION

We now evaluate our algorithms using both microbenchmarks and
end-to-end training. We examine independently the compute and
segmented allreduce performance of our algorithms for representative layers of ResNet-50, and then the performance of the full
algorithm. This allows us to understand the upper bound of possible
performance improvements. We focus our microbenchmarks on the
stationary-x algorithm in this paper, as the others exhibit similar
trends. We then evaluate the strong and weak scaling performance
for end-to-end training of ResNet-50 and two wider architectures
using all our algorithms. Finally, we report accuracy results and
speedups for our models.
We use the Lassen supercomputer [36]. It consists of 795 nodes,
each with two IBM POWER9 CPUs and four NVIDIA V100 (Volta)
GPUs with NVLink2. Nodes have 256 GB of memory and each
GPU has 16 GB of memory. It is interconnected via dual-rail InfiniBand EDR. Each CPU has two GPUs attached to it. The NVLink2
interconnect does not cross the socket boundary; thus intra-node
communication between GPUs on different sockets uses the socket
interconnect, which has significantly lower bandwidth. Our implementation uses a recent development version of LBANN, GCC 7.3.1,
Spectrum MPI 2019.01.30, CUDA 9.2.148, cuDNN 7.5.0, and NCCL
2.4.2. For all results we use single-precision floating point.
ResNet-50 [22] is a standard image recognition CNN with near
state-of-the-art performance. It also forms the basis for many modern classification architectures (e.g. [24, 54, 59]) and architectures
for other tasks (e.g. [9, 48, 63]). We therefore expect that improvements for ResNet-50 training will have broad impact. The network
consists of a stack of five blocks of layers, conv_1 through conv_5,
which process progressively smaller spatial domains with larger
filter banks. Our evaluation focuses extensively on this network.

Microbenchmarks

Compute. We first examine the computational strong scaling of the
cuDNN kernels used for local convolution with a fixed mini-batch
size as we partition a layer. Figure 3 presents the local convolution
time on a single GPU as a layer is partitioned over additional GPUs.
We select two layers, one near the beginning of ResNet-50 (in
the conv_3 block, which has relatively few channels and filters),
and one near the end (in conv_5, which has many more channels
and filters). Precise configurations are given in the figures. We
examine three mini-batch sizes for strong scaling: N = 1, 2, and
32, which correspond to extreme sample parallelism and a more
typical number of samples per GPU. Note that results with different
mini-batch sizes are not directly comparable; it is the scaling trends
that are important. To evaluate this, we used CUDA events to time
the convolution kernel on GPU. We first did several warmup runs,
then reported the mean of five runs. To avoid measuring kernel
launch overheads, we used a spin kernel to ensure all work reached
the GPU before beginning measurements. We use auto-tuning to
select the fastest cuDNN algorithm for each configuration.
The N = 1 case is most indicative of the kernel scaling as channels are decreased. For the conv_3 layer, while we observe improvements due to channel partitioning, the scaling is sub-linear.
We also observe that forward propagation tends to scale better than
backpropagation. Direct convolution should scale linearly regardless of how a dimension is partitioned, but optimized algorithms
may exploit the locality in channel accesses (e.g. im2col); as we
partition channels, there is less locality to exploit. Given the small
total runtime, other overheads (e.g. kernel scheduling) may also be
significant. A similar trend occurs for N = 2, although with such a
small mini-batch it appears better to partition the channels instead
of the samples. The N = 32 case exhibits a trend where sample
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ResNet-50: C=128 H=28 W=28 F=128 K=3 S=1 P=1 - no comm
N=1
N=2
N=32

ResNet-50: C=2048 H=7 W=7 F=512 K=1 S=1 P=0 - no comm
N=1
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Figure 3: Microbenchmark results for a conv_3 (left) and conv_5 (right) layer of ResNet-50 without any communication.
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Figure 4: Segmented allreduce time for a conv_3 layer of
ResNet-50.

parallelism initially scales better, but eventually hybrid sample and
channel parallelism produces better results.
The trend is similar for the conv_5 layer, although forward propagation scaling is much closer to linear. For N = 32, we observe
that channel parallelism consistently outperforms sample parallelism, due to the large number of channels. Backpropagation is
more comparable, although there are slight benefits.
Communication. We next examine the allreduce performance
in isolation, as it is the key communication bottleneck when scaling.
We illustrate this with the conv_3 layer, as the trends in other layers
are similar. Figure 4 presents these results. To obtain these measurements, we first conducted several warmup runs, then timed the
appropriate segmented allreduce on a buffer sized appropriately for
the amount of channel parallelism (e.g. half the size for two-way).
We can see that for a given number of GPUs, the segmented allreduce is faster. The large jumps in runtime for sample and two-way
allreduces are due to crossing socket and/or node boundaries. As
bandwidth-bound ring allreduces are primarily sensitive to the vector size, much of this improvement is driven by the reduced buffer
size. However, latency may become more of a factor at large scale
or with smaller parameter buffers (e.g. for batch normalization).
Thus, greater segmentation may be more beneficial for such cases.
We observe that while segmentation improves performance, it
is again not a linear improvement. For a ring allreduce on a large
buffer, runtime is approximately linear in the buffer size; we observe that eight-way segmentation results in only a 4x reduction in

runtime. We investigated whether this was due to contention on
shared InfiniBand HCAs, but this did not explain the results. Our
hypothesis is that NCCL has all InfiniBand control performed by
threads on a single core of each socket. For a segmented allreduce,
the ranks on each socket are in different segments of the collective, creating contention. A communication framework optimized
for segmented allreduces should be able to mitigate this impact.
Nonetheless, we observe reductions in allreduce runtime of over
50% and up to 4x at large scale.
Summary. Based upon the individual computation and communication scaling trends, we expect to see limited gains in compute
time, concentrated in layers with many channels or filters. Runtime gains will also be limited by the communication overheads
of reduce-scatters and allgathers. However, we can expect to see
significant improvements in allreduce overhead at large scale, particularly as the faster communication makes it easier to overlap
communication and computation.
Layer scaling. We now examine the runtime of the conv_3 and
conv_5 layers above using the full stationary-x algorithm. Our
measurement methodology is as above, and we perform all communication. As we are looking at a single layer, the allreduce is not
overlapped, and its runtime is included in backpropagation. Figure 5
presents strong scaling for these results. For conv_3, forward and
backpropagation are flat or do not scale well when N is small; this
is expected according to our performance model as the overhead
of communication is high and this layer has few channels. Eightway channel parallelism, in particular, suffers from the high cost of
inter-node reduce-scatters and allgathers. Comparing Figures 3 and
5, we can see that this overhead is often 2x or more. For N = 32, we
focus on the trends of each configuration and how they compare.
Forward propagation scales relatively well, although this is likely
due primarily to the scaling of sample parallelism. Backpropagation
exhibits a parabolic shape due to the impact of allreduces at larger
scales. We can observe that communication overhead is improved
at large scale by the segmented collectives, but sample parallelism
is still superior. Again, this is expected due to the few channels, but
demonstrates that even when a layer is poorly suited to it, moderate
channel parallelism does not add too much overhead.
We observe much better trends for conv_5. For small N , eightway channel parallelism is again not profitable due to inter-node
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Figure 5: Strong scaling for a conv_3 (left) and conv_5 (right) layer of ResNet-50. Allreduces are included in backpropagation.
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Figure 6: Weak scaling for a conv_5 layer of ResNet-50. Allreduces are included in backpropagation.

communication, but two- and four-way parallelism show more
promise. For N = 32, channel parallelism scales better than sample parallelism, showing moderate improvements at larger scales,
but allreduce overheads again rapidly dominate. Overall, we see
moderate benefits from strong scaling via channel parallelism for
layers with many channels, and a trend of reduced communication
overheads at large scale.
With this in mind, we next consider weak scaling for the conv_5
layer in Figure 6. For this plot, we fix 32 samples per row of N and
use hybrid parallelism; thus at the largest scale we consider 1024
GPUs (256 nodes). We use a maximum of 16k samples in sample
parallelism, as this is roughly the maximum useful batch size for
training ResNet-50 with current techniques [52]. In forward propagation, we observe scaling trends similar to what we would expect
from Figure 5, as channel parallelism improves over sample parallelism. Weak scaling is excellent in this case. In backpropagation,
we can observe that channel parallelism again outperforms sample parallelism. Further, the rate of increase in allreduce runtime
is less with additional channel parallelism: we have successfully
reduced communication overheads. In end-to-end training, we can
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Figure 7: Scaling for end-to-end training of ResNet-50.

therefore expect channel parallelism to enable easier communication/computation overlap.
Summary. There are some limitations to our results: cuDNN
kernels and segmented allreduces do not always scale linearly. Nevertheless, we are able to demonstrate improvements for important
layers, primarily through the reduced communication overhead.
While the use of ring allreduces may limit weak scaling performance, since the segmentation reduces both the vector size and
number of processors involved, we expect these results to translate
similarly to tree or butterfly algorithms. Although we have focused
on the stationary-x algorithm in this section, the other algorithms
have a similar structure and their performance trends are similar.

6.2

End-to-End Training

We now evaluate the performance of end-to-end training on the ImageNet dataset. For simplicity, we use synthetic data that matches the
dimensions of ImageNet data; since our compute nodes can fit the
entire ImageNet-1K dataset in host memory, this is not significantly
different than using real data. We report the average mini-batch
time over an epoch, skipping the first mini-batch (which performs
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Figure 8: Scaling performance for end-to-end training of Wide ResNet-50-2 and Wide ResNet-50-4.
initialization). We evaluated 2-, 4-, and 8-way channel/filter parallelism using the stationary-x (channel-parallel), -y (filter-parallel),
and -w (channel × filter parallel) algorithms with hybrid sample
parallelism for each network. We also consider partitioning layers
with combinations of schemes, including spatial parallelism, when
it is profitable. For clarity, we plot only a subset of the results (see
the supplementary material for complete results).
We show ResNet-50 scaling performance in Figure 7 with 32
samples per row of N , again using a maximum mini-batch size of
16k. The four-way stationary-x algorithm uses up to 2048 GPUs
(512 nodes). For small mini-batch sizes (32-256), sample and twoway channel parallelism weak scale very well, and have comparable
performance. Beyond this, sample parallelism begins to degrade in
performance due to allreduce overheads; two-way channel parallelism maintains its weak scaling for another two doublings. Fourway channel parallelism weak scales quite well throughout the
entire range of mini-batch sizes, but is outperformed at smaller
scales. We have observed that this is due to the overhead of intersocket reduce-scatters and allgathers compared to compute scaling,
primarily for the early layers of ResNet-50. This agrees with our
performance model and microbenchmarks. At the largest scales,
where allreduce overheads are greatest, four-way channel parallelism is fastest. We do not show eight-way channel parallelism,
as it was not beneficial at these scales. The main cause of limited
performance at smaller scales is the overhead of reduce-scatters
and allgathers for channel parallelism, particularly for early layers
in ResNet-50, outweighing the reduced allreduce overhead (which
is mostly hidden by other compute).
We also evaluated using the stationary-y and -w for every layer.
While they exhibit the same trends, they are outperformed by the
stationary-x algorithm. This is because most layers in ResNet-50
have larger x tensors than y tensors, indicating the stationary-x
algorithm is preferred. Further, there is insufficient compute in
ResNet-50 for the additional parallelism in the stationary-w algorithm to be beneficial.
To reduce these overheads, we consider two additional sets of
configurations. First, we used the spatial parallelism of [17] for the

conv_1 and conv_2 blocks (a N ×H grid) and then the stationary-x
algorithm for the remaining layers. These results are also plotted
in Figure 7 (with “+spatial”), where we observe that this has significantly mitigated overheads from the early layers while continuing
to offer good weak scaling. The overhead from shuffling between
different tensor distributions is negligible. At large scales, where
allreduce overheads are most acute, we see up to 1.6x speedups
with four-way spatial/channel parallelism over sample parallelism,
comparable to the results in [17], with much better weak scaling
compared to sample parallelism. To further reduce overheads, we
extended this spatial/stationary-x hybrid to use the stationary-y
algorithm for the layers with y tensors larger than x tensors (about
1/10 of layers; plotted as “channel/filter” algorithms). This further
reduces communication overheads, with the four-way algorithm
outperforming all others, achieving up to 1.9x speedups.
In Figure 8, we show the scaling performance for end-to-end
training of WRN-50-2 and -50-4, using 16 and 8 samples per row
of N , respectively. We use a smaller mini-batch per GPU due to
the increased memory requirements of the networks. Based on the
benefits observed for ResNet-50, we plot only configurations that
use spatial parallelism for the first two ResNet blocks, as they consistently perform better; but note that due to the wider models, the
benefit is less dramatic than for ResNet-50. For WRN-50-2, we show
results using the combination of the stationary-x and -y algorithms,
which achieves up to 2.4x speedups with eight-way partitioning
(which performs inter-node reduce-scatters and allgathers). We
also considered the hybrid spatial/stationary-w algorithm, and plot
results for this with a 4 × 2 C × F sub-grid, where performance
is comparable to the eight-way stationary-x/-y case. Using a 2 × 4
sub-grid performed slightly worse, as partitioning the y tensors
further offers less advantage. For WRN-50-4, we plot results for
spatial/stationary-x and spatial/stationary-w algorithms; due to the
increasing width of 3 × 3 convolutions, this model has very few
layers where y tensors are larger than x, so the advantage of the
stationary-y algorithm is very small. We see large performance improvements at every scale and benefits from using the stationary-w
algorithm due to the large compute requirements for this model.

Channel and Filter Parallelism for Large-Scale CNN Training
Table 1: ImageNet validation accuracy and training time.
Model/Algorithm

Mini-batch

Top-1

Top-5

Time (min)

ResNet-50 (sample)
+spatial+4-way x/y

8192

77.3%

93.6%

34.1
19.9 (1.7x)

WRN-50-2 (sample)
+spatial+8-way x/y

4096

78.4%

94.3%

106.9
45.5 (2.3x)

WRN-50-4 (sample)
+spatial+4×2 w

2048

80.0%

95.1%

432.3
105.0 (4.1x)

The eight-way spatial/stationary-w algorithm with a 4 × 2 sub-grid
achieves up to 4.1x performance improvements at large scale and
is always at least 2x faster than sample parallelism.
Overall, our algorithms are able to significantly improve performance, especially at large scales or for wide models, which would
be otherwise infeasible to train due to memory requirements. The
varying benefits of the different stationary algorithms illustrates
that they can complement one another and be used in combination
to achieve significant training speedups.

6.3

Accuracy and Training Time

We evaluated the accuracy and total training time of these networks on ImageNet, using both sample parallelism and our bestperforming algorithm configuration (Table 1). We used the learning
rate schedule, hyperparameters, and data augmentation strategy
of Goyal et al. [20] for all models and additionally included MixUp
augmentation [64]. All models were trained for 90 epochs. Our
baseline results for ResNet-50 exceed those of [20], and we show
significant improvements in accuracy for wider models, comparable to significantly deeper and/or more complicated architectures
(e.g. SE-ResNeXt101 [23]). For Wide ResNet-50-2 and -4, we report results using the mini-batch size that achieved the best accuracy; that this is smaller for wider networks agrees with recent
results [45], although additional hyperparameter tuning may improve this. Note that, since our algorithms replicate convolution
exactly, they achieve the same accuracy as sample parallelism.
This demonstrates the advantage of wider models, even without additional hyperparameter tuning, to improve accuracy, while
avoiding extensive CNN architecture development. This also shows
that the warmup and linear scaling rule introduced by [20] can enable training with large batches on models other than ResNet-50.

7

RELATED WORK

There are a great many works on parallelizing CNN training at
various scales. We refer the reader to Ben-Nun and Hoefler for a
comprehensive overview [6]. In particular, there has been recent
work on optimizing training for big scientific or computational
simulation datasets on large HPC resources [30, 40]. These have
focused on accelerating sample-parallel training via techniques
such as optimized communication and I/O. These techniques are,
in general, orthogonal to ours, and can be jointly leveraged.
Scaling convolution. AlexNet [29] introduced an early form of
model parallelism, partitioning convolutional filters between two
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GPUs in order to avoid memory limits. However, this made use of
grouped convolutions to reduce inter-GPU communication, instead
of directly replicating regular convolution. Similarly, DistBelief [15]
and Project Adam [12] supported partitioned filters using parameter servers, but did not partition input channels. When adapting
this to decentralized settings, the communication patterns also become significantly more complicated. Coates et al. [13] spatially
partitioned locally-connected layers, which are similar to convolutional layers, and also employed other model-parallel techniques.
Dryden et al. [17] demonstrated efficient strong scaling of CNN
training when using hybrid sample/spatial parallelism. In contrast,
we partition channels and filters instead of the spatial domain, and
also partition convolution parameters. Our work is orthogonal and
can be used jointly to further improve both strong and weak scaling
performance, as we have demonstrated (Section 6.2).
Demmel and Dinh [16] have developed lower bounds on communication complexity for forward propagation of a single CNN layer,
and presented sequential algorithms that achieve them. However,
they do not consider an entire training iteration. Gholami et al. [19]
presents a general framework for parallelizing CNN training along
multiple dimensions, but their results are limited to simulation, and
their formulation of channel/filter parallelism differs.
Other neural network scaling. Model-parallelism has a long
history, but modern work primarily targets fully-connected layers or distributes different layers to different processors. DistBelief, Project Adam, and TensorFlow [1], among others, support
this. LBANN [58] included support for distributing fully-connected
layer parameters by leveraging distributed linear algebra libraries.
Recently, Mesh-TensorFlow [53] adopted a similar approach and
introduced a framework for implementing more general decompositions layers via a set of collective communication primitives, but has
focused on model-parallel fully-connected layers. TF-Replicator [7]
is similar to Mesh-TensorFlow, but focuses on ease of scaling for
existing models. Pipeline parallelism is also a common technique
for scaling training, and has been implemented in frameworks such
as GPipe [25] and Pipe-SGD [35]. These pipelining techniques are
orthogonal to our algorithms and can be jointly implemented.
Accelerating ResNet-50. There has been significant interest in
accelerating ResNet-50 [22] on the ImageNet-1K dataset [49], partly
due to its inclusion in several deep learning benchmarks [5, 14, 42].
A sequence of works has steadily reduced the time to train ResNet50 to convergence [2, 20, 41, 60, 61]. All of these works make use
of pure sample parallelism when training. Their speedups come
from a combination of framework optimizations, communication
algorithm optimizations ([41, 60] use 2-D torus allreduces), special hardware ([60] use TPUv3s), and learning tricks to scale to
extremely large batch sizes ([20] introduce linear learning rate
scaling; [61] introduce LARS; [2] use RMSprop warmup and other
tricks; [41] use batch size control and label smoothing). Many of
these learning tricks require very extensive hyperparameter optimization before good results can be achieved. In contrast, we utilize
channel/filter parallelism to strong scale convolution while also
enjoying improved weak scaling due to reduced communication
overheads, without changing the actual convolution operation being performed or the learning of the model. Thus, our work could
be used jointly with other learning tricks to further accelerate
ResNet-50 training, while also being applicable to other models.
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Distributed matrix/matrix products. Our notation and algorithms are inspired by work done on distributed matrix/matrix
product algorithms, particularly the SUMMA algorithms [57], stationary Elemental algorithms [51], and their extension to tensor
contractions [50]. Cartesian data decompositions onto processor
grids also have a long history within linear algebra. However, we
wish to emphasize that our algorithms are designed explicitly for
convolution, and not for approaches that implement convolution
via matrix products (e.g. im2col), although all such algorithms may
be used to implement the local convolution operation. Our notation
also draws upon that of High Performance Fortran [3].

8

CONCLUSIONS

We have presented a family of algorithms for scaling CNN training
by exploiting parallelism within the channel dimension. These
further exploit model parallelism by partitioning the parameters
of convolutional layers, reducing communication overheads and
memory pressure. Our evaluation has demonstrated the promise
of such methods, particularly at large scale, where communication
overheads are large and it may not be feasible to increase minibatch sizes further. We have also shown that it is possible to train
very wide models, which were previously infeasible due to memory
requirements. Essentially, these algorithms enable strong scaling
while also reducing communication overheads for weak scaling,
without requiring any additional hyperparameter tuning.
Parallelizing by channels is particularly relevant for future CNN
architectures. While models have grown deeper over time, they
are often refined into wider models (e.g. Inception v2 [55], Wide
ResNets [62]). Further, as models grow larger (e.g. AmoebaNets [47]),
exploiting all available parallelism becomes necessary to keep training times and memory use reasonable, particularly for large datasets
or samples from novel applications (e.g. scientific or industrial domains, which may involve multi-spectral data with many channels).
Supporting multiple parallelization approaches also provides flexibility (e.g. stationary-y for upsampling branches in semantic segmentation). Leveraging large-scale systems to accelerate training
is critical to ensuring productive data science by keeping iteration
time for exploring new models or integrating updated data low.
Our results also highlight several research directions to pursue
to better exploit parallelism. GPU convolution kernels, which have
been highly optimized for particular configurations, do not necessarily perform optimally when the channels or filters of a layer
are partitioned. Hand-optimizing kernels for every possible configuration is infeasible [4], so exploring automatic methods (e.g.
TVM [10]) may yield the best results. Similarly, segmented collective communication, an important primitive for more complex
parameter distributions, does not perform optimally; optimizing
communication frameworks to take advantage of these communication patterns is important. As many current and future HPC systems
have multiple NICs per node, these communications could take advantage of network and compute node topology-aware algorithms
for improved performance.
Now that it is feasible to train very wide CNN models, it is
important to conduct experiments to understand the impact of such
CNNs on problems of interest. One may also consider designing
CNN architectures that are more amenable to distributed training;
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for example, grouped convolutions could be used to reduce the
communication requirements of our algorithms. This co-design of
neural network architecture and training can help enable improved
models that can be trained faster, yielding new insights.
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